AUSTRALIAN ISLAMIC COLLEGE
2017
اﻟﻠﻐـﺔ اﻟـﻌـﺮﺑـﯿـﺔ: ARABIC LANGUAGE

CURRICULUM PLAN
Years 7 – 12
Rationale
The study of a language other than English contributes to the overall education of
students, most particularly in the area of communication, but also in the areas of crosscultural understanding, cognitive development, literacy and general knowledge. It
provides access to the culture of communities which use the language and promotes
understanding of different attitudes and values within the wider Australian community
and beyond.
The study of Arabic develops students’ ability to understand and use a language
which has both economic and political significance and which is associated with major
intellectual, artistic and scientific achievements. The influence of Arabic goes far
beyond the confines of modern Arab countries. Arabic is the language of a great
number of Australians from various Arabic-speaking backgrounds and is the first
language of people inhabiting a vast area of West Asia and North Africa.
The ability of communicate in Arabic, in conjunction with other skills, may provide
opportunities for employment in the fields of translation, interpreting, banking and
social services, ethnic affairs, the tourist and hospitality industries, international
relations, the arts and education.

Guidelines for the Delivery of the curriculum:
1. Teaching and Learning Programs:
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All teachers should distribute a copy of teaching program, assessment policy. All year 7-12
programs must be strictly followed. Any part of the program must not be changed without
prior permission or consultation with the HOLA. All assessment tasks mentioned in this
program must be administered all the time unless otherwise discussed with the HOLA. Any
modification /change in the program/ assessments tasks must be discussed in the general
departmental meeting.

2. Assessments Year 7 - 10:
a) All formal assessments must be carried out on the same week for respective year levels.
Teachers are given responsibility for writing some part of the tests; answer keys for
marking and the final test are compiled by HOLA. Feedback must be given to students
as soon as possible and students should do the correction in their own time and must
understand their mistakes for that particular test.
b) The Arabic Dept. policy is to have a grade at the end of each term.
3. Reporting and Marks Analysis:
Reports for every year group need to be submitted electronically on the Iwise data
base. Names of all the students at risk from year 12 should be given to the HOLA as
well to the Deputy Principal (Sr. Islam) fortnightly.
Once the marks are entered by the teachers, teachers send their analysis to the HOLA.
Then HOLA analyses the results and send the report to the principal and to the Deputy
Principal with the board report.
4. Teacher's resource files:
All teachers must keep a resource file for each Year group containing:
a) Programs/syllabuses.
b) Assessment tasks with marking keys.
c) Worksheets.
d) Hard copy of the students’ marks.
5. Students' portfolios/files:
a) Marked assessment tasks need to be put in students' portfolios.
b) The Head of Learning Area is required to evaluate student's work to make sure that
programs are followed and assessment items are marked properly.

6. File inspections:
With prior notification, the HOLA will be checking student' files. All teachers will be given a
checklist prior to the file inspection date.

7. Teaching Year 11 & 12 subjects:
The programs, tasks and exams for the year 11 and 12 courses are managed by the teacher
teaching that course. The teachers have to follow all the programs designed by curriculum
council and follow the guidelines mentioned by Curriculum council.
All teachers teaching Year 12 subjects must provide students sufficient study materials and
past WACE examination papers and must ensure that students practice. Fortnightly feedback
about the students’ performance should be given to HOLA and Deputy Principal.
8. External Moderation for year 12 subjects:
It takes place at the end of the year with other states.
9. Internal Moderation: Internal moderation is done once a semester.
10. Students’ work samples: Teachers must give Head of learning area the work samples of
their students every term.
11. Relief work: Teachers must provide relief work in the central office if they are not coming
to school.
13. Professional Development: Teachers must get their P.D approve from the HOLA before
they register for the P.D. The HOLA has to get the approval from the Principal.
14. Dept. Meetings: All the teachers must attend dept. meetings organised by HOLA from
time to time.
16. Resources and other issues: Teachers need to ask the Head of the Department if resources
are not available in the classrooms.

Lower School Years 7 - 10 (Beginner, Intermediate, Advance)

The Arabic Department offers the following disciplines for all levels (year 7 - 10) Students.
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Subject
Arabic Language (writing, reading,
Listening, viewing & responding)

Year Group
7-10

No of Hours per week
2

Years 7 and 8 plan — Australian Curriculum: Arabic Language
Year level description
These years represent a transition to secondary school. Students in this pathway are
continuing to study Arabic, bringing with them an established capability to interact in
different situations, to engage with a variety of texts and to communicate about their
immediate world and that of Arabic-speaking countries and communities overseas.

Arabic language learning and use
The focus of learning shifts between the world of learners’ own experience and imagination
and the wider world. Learners make cross-curricula connections and explore intercultural
perspectives and experiences relating to teenage life and interests. They engage in a range of
interactions with others, expressing their feelings أﺗﻤﻨﻰ أن ﻧﺴﺎﻓﺮ إﻟ ﻜﻮﯾﻨﺰﻻﻧﺪ ﻓﻲ ﻋﻄﻠﺔ اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ,
exchanging and clarifying their views ﻣﺎ رأﯾﻚ؛ ﺳﺎﻣﻲ أﻋﻄﻨﺎ رأﯾﻚ, describing and explaining their
actions and responses  ﺗﺄﺧﺮت ﻓﻲ اﻟﺼﺒﺎح ﻷﻧﻨﻲ إﺳﺘﯿﻘﻀﺖ ﻣﺘﺄﺧﺮ ا, and negotiating and making
arrangements أن ﺳﺎﻋﺪﺗﻨﻲ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ؛ ﺳﻨﺤﺼﻞ ﻋﻠﻰ درﺟﺔ ﻋﺎﻟﯿﺔ. They increasingly access information
from local sources and the internet to explore perspectives and views on topics of interest to
teenagers, such as leisure, entertainment, and special occasions. Learners use different
processing strategies and their knowledge of language, increasingly drawing on their
understanding of text types, when conveying information in a range of texts. They produce
personal, informative and persuasive texts, such as blogs, diary entries, emails, reports,
articles and speeches, about their own social and cultural experiences at home and school, and
in Arabic-speaking communities in the Australian context. They examine a range of
imaginative texts, such as Arabic legends, to analyse and give their opinions about themes,
characters, events, messages and ideas اﻟﻔﯿﻠﻢ ﻏﯿﺮ واﻗﻌﻲ, and discuss and compare how elements
of Arabic culture are represented. They use their imagination to create and perform songs,
short plays and stories to entertain different audiences. They use vocabulary and grammar
with increasing accuracy, drafting and editing to improve structure and clarify expression and
meaning.
Contexts of interaction
Learners work both collaboratively and independently, exploring different modes and genres
of communication with particular reference to their current social, cultural and
communicative interests. They pool language knowledge and resources to plan, problem-

solve, monitor and reflect. They use Arabic to interact with teachers, peers and local Arabic
speakers, participating in authentic situations at home, school and within the local
community. The context of interactions extends beyond the home and classroom and involves
participation in community events or celebrations. Additional opportunities for interaction are
provided by purposeful and integrated use of information and communication technologies
(ICT), for example, videoconferencing and e-learning.
Texts and resources
Learners read, view and interact with a broad range of texts and resources specifically designed for
learning Arabic in school contexts, such as textbooks, readers, videos and online materials, including those
developed for computer-supported collaborative learning. They also access authentic materials created for
Arabic-speaking communities, such as films, literature, websites and magazines. They use a range of
dictionaries and translation methods to support comprehension.

Achievement standard
By the end of Year 8, students use written and spoken Arabic to initiate and sustain classroom
interactions with others, to exchange views, for example, اﻟﺴﺒﺎﺣﺔ رﯾﺎﺿﺔ ﻣﻤﺘﻌﺔ؛ أﻋﺘﻘﺪ أن اﻟﺴﻔﺮ ﻣﻔﯿﺪ
 ﺟﺪاand express feelings such as  اﻟﻤﻔﻀﻠﺔ؛ ﻋﻨﺪﻣﺎ أﻋﺰف اﻟﻤﻮﺳﯿﻘﻰ أﺷﻌﺮ ﺑﺎﻟﻔﺮح؛ ﺑﺎﻟﺴﻌﺎدة ﻋﻨﺪﻣﺎ أﻟﻌﺐ رﯾﺎﺿﺖ.
They use language conventions such as اﻟﻮﻗﻒ واﻹﻣﻼء واﻟﻘﻮاﻋﺪ ال اﻟﺘﻌﺮﯾﻒ؛اﻟﻔﻮاﺻﻞ واﻟﻨﻘﻂ ﻓﻲ/ اﻟﺘﺮﻗﯿﻢ
ﻧﮭﺎﯾﺔ اﻟﺠﻤﻞ, vocabulary and sentence structures to apologise, for example, .... أﻧﺎ آﺳﻒ؛ أﻋﺘﺬر ﻋﻦ,
invite, for example, ... ؛ أرﺟﻮ أن ﺗﺤﻀﺮ... أدﻋﻮك ﻟﺤﻔﻞ ﻋﯿﺪ ﻣﯿﻼدي, and offer praise such as ... رأﯾﻲ
 ؛ أﻋﺘﻘﺪ أن... أنThey clarify meanings, explain actions and responses and complete transactions
by negotiating, making arrangements and solving problems, for example, ﺳﻮف أﺗﺼﻞ ﺑﻚ ﺑﻌﺪ
 ﻣﺎذا ﻟﻮ أﻛﻤﻠﻨﺎ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ ﻣﻊ؟؛ ھﻞ ﺗﺮﯾﺪ أن أﺳﺎﻋﺪك؟, اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ؛ أراك ﻏﺪا ﺻﺒﺎﺣﺎ؛ ﺳﻮف أرﺳﻞ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ ﺑﺎﻹﯾﻤﯿﻞ. They
apply pronunciation and rhythm patterns in spoken Arabic to a range of sentence types. They
locate, interpret and compare information and ideas on topics of interest from a range of
written, spoken and multimodal texts and convey information and ideas in a range of formats
selected to suit audience and purpose. They express opinions about the ways in which
characters and events are represented in imaginative texts, and explain ideas, themes, and
messages, for example, ...  ﺑﯿﻨﻤﺎ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻨﺺ اﻟﺜﺎﻧﻲ... ﻓﻲ اﻟﻘﺼﺔ؛ ھﯿﺎم أذﻛﻰ ﻣﻦ ﻋﺒﯿﺮ ؛ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻨﺺ اﻷول. Students
create texts with imaginary places, events, people and experiences in a range of forms to
entertain different audiences. They use grammatical forms and features such as adjectivenoun agreement, for example, اﻟﺸﺎﺑﺔ اﻟﺠﻤﯿﻠﺔ/اﻟﺸﺎب اﻟﻮﺳﯿﻢ, adverbial phrases to indicate time, place
and manner such as  ﻓﻲ اﻟﺼﺒﺎح اﻟﺒﺎﻛﺮ؛ ﻓﻲ ﻣﻨﺘﺼﻒ اﻟﻄﺮﯾﻖ, and irregular, plural, imperative and
auxiliary verbs, for example,  ﻛﺎن وأﺧﻮاﺗﮭﺎ,  ﻓﻌﻞ اﻷﻣﺮ, ﺟﻤﻊ اﻟﺘﻜﺴﯿﺮto elaborate their oral and
written communication. They translate texts from Arabic to English and vice versa, and
compare own translations with others’, explaining differences and possible reasons and
alternatives. They make language choices that best reflect meaning to create bilingual texts,
identifying and using words and expressions which carry specific cultural meaning. Students
explain how and why they adjust their language use according to different cultural contexts,
and how being a speaker of Arabic contributes to their own sense of identity.
They apply their knowledge of writing conventions, such as punctuation, to convey specific
meaning in a range of texts, for example, اﻟﻔﻮاﺻﻞ وﻋﻼﻣﺎت اﻹﺳﺘﻔﮭﺎم واﻻﺳﺘﻨﻜﺎر واﻟﺘﻌﺠﺐ واﻟﺠﻤﻞ
اﻟﻤﺒﻄﻨﺔ.. They analyze the structure and linguistic features of a range of personal, informative
and imaginative texts and explain how these features are influenced by the context, audience
and purpose. Students explain how and why changes to social settings affect verbal and non5

verbal forms of communication. They explain the impact of social, cultural and intercultural
changes such as globalization and new technologies on the use of Arabic in different contexts.
They explain how language choices they make reflect cultural ideas, assumptions and
perspectives, for example, اﻟﻌﺒﺎرات اﻟﺸﻌﺒﯿﺔ؛ ﻣﺼﻄﻠﺤﺎت ذات دﻻﺋﻞ دﯾﻨﯿﺔ؛ اﻟﻌﻨﺎوﯾﻦ اﻟﺬﻛﻮرﯾﺔ ﻣﺜﻞ رﺋﯿﺲ ﻟﻠﻤﺬﻛﺮ
واﻟﻤﺆﻧﺚ

Years 9 and 10 plan — Australian Curriculum: Arabic Language
Year level description
At this level, students bring their existing knowledge of Arabic language and culture and a
range of strategies to their learning. They are increasingly aware of the world beyond their
own and are engaging with youth-related and social and environmental issues. They are
increasingly independent in terms of analysis, reflection and monitoring of their language
learning and intercultural experiences. They are considering future pathways and options,
including the possible role of Arabic in these.

Arabic language learning and use
Learners are immersed in Arabic language, initiating and engaging in discussions and debates
on topics of interest, and responding to enquiries. They reflect on the cultural and linguistic
appropriateness of their language use in interactions and make necessary adjustments. They
engage in an increasing range of interactions with others, seeking and giving advice ﻷﻧﻚ ﺗﺤﺐ
اﻟﺮﯾﺎﺿﺔ؛ أﻧﺼﺤﻚ ﺑﺎﻟﺴﺒﺎﺣﺔ ﻷﻧﮭﺎ ﻣﻔﯿﺪة ﺟﺪا, discussing future plans and aspirations ﯾﺰداد اﻟﻔﻘﺮ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺠﺘﻤﻊ
 وﯾﺠﺐ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺠﻤﯿﻊ أن ﯾﺤﺎرﺑﮫand justifying their ideas and opinions أﻧﺎ أﺣﺘﺮم رأﯾﻚ ﻛﺜﯿﺮ ا ؛ ﻻ أﺗﻔﻖ ﻣﻌﻚ
 إطﻼق ا. They access and evaluate information about places, events, people, experiences and
cultures from diverse sources, and convey perspectives and views on topical issues such as
friends, family and relationships, social issues, youth culture, community matters and the
natural and built environments, making connections with their own ideas and experiences.
Learners produce a range of texts, such as informative, narrative, descriptive, procedural or
persuasive texts, for a variety of contexts, audiences and purposes. They use their imagination
to create and present texts, such as stories, plays, poems and speeches, to express ideas,
attitudes and values through different characters, events, settings and techniques. They
develop translating and interpreting techniques and intercultural awareness to order to
mediate between languages and cultures. Through their engagement with diverse texts and
resources, students explore how cultural practices, concepts, values and beliefs are embedded
in texts and how language choices shape and reflect perspectives and meaning.

Contexts of interaction

Learners interact with peers, the teacher and other Arabic speakers both locally and globally
through a variety of means and modes of communication, including digital, online,
collaborative performances and group discussions. The context of interaction extends beyond
the classroom and involves investigating and reporting on issues in the local community and
transacting with local Arabic speakers to negotiate services. These experiences provide
learners with a sense of connectedness and purpose as Arabic and English speakers.

Texts and resources
Learners use diverse resources such as Arabic newspapers, magazines, documentaries, films,
stories, songs, television programs, entertainment performances and webpages as references
to assist them with discussions and research projects on Arabic language and culture. They
explore a variety of text types, such as poems, articles, formal letters, interviews and
speeches, and deal with a range of informational, historical or literary perspectives, views and
arguments. Learners use a range of dictionaries and translation methods to support
comprehension, build vocabulary and elaborate on ideas.

Achievement standard
By the end of Year 10, students use written and spoken Arabic to initiate, sustain and extend
formal and informal interactions with the teacher, peers and others in a range of settings.
They use language spontaneously to respond to others, seek and give advice, for example,.......
 ؛ أﻋﺘﻘﺪ أن...... ﻛﯿﻒ أﺳﺘﻄﯿﻊ أن, describe relationships, for example, ﻋﻨﺪي أﺻﺪﻗﺎء ﻛﺜﺮ؛ ﻋﻼﻗﺘﻲ ﺑﻌﺎﺋﻠﺘﻲ
وطﯿﺪة؛ أﺣﺐ ﻣﻌﻠﻤﺘﻲ ﻛﺜﯿﺮا ﻷﻧﮭﺎ ﺣﻨﻮﻧﺔ, discuss aspirations, for example, أرﯾﺪ أن أﻋﻤﻞ ﻓﻲ ﻣﻜﺪوﻧﺎﻟﺪز ﻓﻲ
 اﻟﻌﻄﻠﺔ؛ أرﯾﺪ أن اﺻﺒﺢ طﺒﯿﺒﺎ؛ أﺣﻠﻢ أن أﻛﻮن راﺋﺪ ﻓﻀﺎءand future plans, for example, ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﺒﻞ؛ أرﯾﺪ أن
أﺳﺎﻓﺮ إﻟﻰ أوروﺑﺎ؛ ﻋﻨﺪﻣﺎ أﻛﺒﺮ؛ أرﯾﺪ أن أدﺧﻞ اﻟﺠﺎﻣﻌﺔ, compare experiences, for example, ﺑﯿﺘﻲ اﻟﻘﺪﯾﻢ ﻛﺎن
 أﺟﻤﻞ ﻣﻦ ﺑﯿﺘﻲ اﻟﺤﺎﻟﻲand justify opinions such as ....؛ ﺑﺴﺒﺐ... ﻷنon social issues of interest. They
manage different views and perspectives when interacting with others and take action, solve
problems and contribute ideas, opinions and suggestions. They apply pronunciation rules and
rhythm to complex sentences to enhance spoken interactions. They analyze, interpret and
evaluate information on topical issues of interest to young people, making connections with
own experiences and considering various perspectives. They convey information and
perspectives using different text types and modes of presentation to suit different contexts and
audiences and to achieve different purposes. They share their response to different
imaginative texts by analyzing themes, for example, اﻟﻔﻜﺮة اﻷﺳﺎﺳﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻨﺺ؛ ھﺪف اﻟﻨﺺ؛ اﻟﻤﻮﺿﻮع
techniques, for example,  اﻟﻜﻨﺎﯾﺔ واﻻﺳﺘﻌﺎرة واﻟﺘﺸﺒﯿﮫand values and identify ways that aspects of
language and culture create particular effects such as اﻟﻤﺸﺎﻋﺮ اﻟﺘﻲ ﯾﺆﺟﺠﮭﺎ اﻟﻨﺺ. Students create
imaginative texts for a range of audiences, contexts and purposes to express ideas, attitudes
and values through characters, events and settings. When creating texts, they use a variety of
grammatical elements to enhance meaning, such as indirect object, passive and active voice,
negation, for example, ﻟﯿﺲ ﻋﻨﺪي وﻗﺖ؛ ﻻ ﯾﻮﺟﺪ وﻗﺖ؛ ﻟﻦ أﺟﺪ اﻟﻮﻗﺖ, tense and word order, such
as اﻟﺠﻤﻠﺔ اﻻﺳﻤﯿﺔ واﻟﺠﻤﻠﺔ اﻟﻔﻌﻠﯿﺔ؛ ظﺮف اﻟﺰﻣﺎن أو اﻟﻤﻜﺎن ﻓﻲ ﺑﺪاﯾﺔ اﻟﺠﻤﻠﺔand time and place clauses such as
ﻓﻲ وﻗﺖ ﻣﻦ اﻷوﻗﺎت؛ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺠﺘﻤﻊ اﻷﺳﺘﺮاﻟﻲ؛ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺸﺎرع اﻟﻌﺎم. Students translate and analyze texts from
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Arabic to English and vice versa and explain how cultural values, attitudes and perspectives
are represented. They create a range of bilingual texts for a variety of purposes and audiences.
They explain the relationship between language, culture and identity, question perceptions
and modify language and behaviors in intercultural interactions as appropriate.
Students apply their understanding of complex pronunciation rules and writing conventions,
such as stress patterns and rules of pause, to enhance meaning and aesthetic effect. They
analyze a range of persuasive, argumentative and expository texts and explain the relationship
between context, purpose, audience, linguistic features and textual and cultural elements such
as اﻟﺘﺤﯿﺔ واﻟﺘﻮﻗﯿﻊ ﻓﻲ ﺑﺪاﯾﺔ اﻟﺮﺳﺎﺋﻞ واﻟﺘﻤﻨﻲ ﺑﺎﻟﺘﻮﻓﯿﻖ واﻟﺼﺤﺔ. They explain how and why variations in
Arabic language use relate to roles, relationships and context of interactions. Students analyze
the way that languages change in response to changing environments. They explain how
language use reflects thoughts and worldviews and is shaped by cultural experiences

Upper School - Years 11 & 12 Curriculum plan: Arabic
Language
Year 11: ATAR, Units 1 and 2 / AEARA
Year 12: ATAR, Units 3 and 4 / ATARA
Pathway
The Arabic Continuers level syllabus and external examination is accessed from Victoria. The
syllabus content is the equivalent of two years of study, one at Stage 2 (typically year 11) and
the other at Stage 3 (typically Year 12). Each stage is equivalent to two units for WACE
requirements. The national hours for each unit are 55 contact hours.

The Language
The language to be studied and assessed is modern standard Arabic, which is used throughout
Arabic-speaking countries and Arabic communities in Australia, in the language of modern
writers, and in the press and news broadcasts on the radio and television. Dialects of Arabic
will be accepted in the oral examination.

Description of target group
The Arabic Continuers level syllabus is designed for students who, typically, will have
studied Arabic for 400 to 500 hours by the time they have completed Year 12. Students with
less formal experience will also be able to meet the requirements of the syllabus successfully.

School-based assessment
The types of assessment in the table below are
consistent with the teaching and learning
strategies considered to be the most supportive
of student
Achievement if the outcomes in the Arabic
course. The table provides details of the
assessment types, including suggestions of texts
types to be used and the weighting for each
assessment type.
Teachers are to use the assessment table to
develop their own assessment outlines.

An assessment outline needs to be developed for
each class group enrolled in each unit of the
course. This outline includes a range of
assessment tasks that cover all assessment types
and course outcomes with specific weightings.
In developing assessment outlines and teaching
programs the following guidelines should be
taken into account.
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•
All tasks should take onto account
teaching, learning and assessment principles from
the Curriculum framework.
•
There is flexibility within the assessment
framework for teachers to design school-based
assessment tasks to meet the learning needs of
students.
•
Student’s responses may be communicated
in any appropriate form e.g. written, oral,
graphical, and multimedia or various
combinations of these.
•
Students work submitted to demonstrate
achievement of outcomes should only be accepted
if the teacher can attest that, to the best of her/his
knowledge, all incited work is the candidate’s
own.
•
Evidence collected should include tasks
conducted under test conditions.

Assessment table
Weightings
For types

20%

30%

30%

15%

Type of assessment
Oral
This assessment type involves participation in oral activities to establish and maintain
a spoken exchange related to personal areas of experience; to exchange information
and opinions; to discuss aspects of the language and culture of Arabic-speaking
communities and to give expression to real or imaginary experiences in Arabic.
Text types include interviews (formal& informal), conversations, role-plays, oral
presentations and discussions.
Listening and responding
This assessment type requires comprehension and interpretation skills to respond to a
range of spoken and/or audiovisual texts. It also involves analyzing and using the
obtained information to respond critically to spoken texts which reflect aspects of the
language and culture of Arabic-speaking communities.
Text types include conversations, interviews and broadcasts to complete notes, charts
or tables in Arabic or English.
Reading and responding
This assessment types involves reading, extracting, analyzing and using information
and ideas from written texts and may require recognizing information in a different text
type. It also comprises responding critically, on English and Arabic, to written texts
which reflects aspects of the language and culture of Arabic-speaking communities.
Text types include articles, extracts, reviews, advertisements and letters.
Writing in Arabic
This assessment types involves the production of original written responses to texts,
focusing on giving expression to real or imaginary experiences and ideas, as well as
responding to critically to written texts which reflect aspects of the language and culture
of Arabic-speaking communities.
Text types include: emails, letters, invitations, journal/diary entries, personal accounts,
reviews, reports and narratives.

Grades
Schools report student achievement in terms of grades (A to E). The grade assigned describes
the overall achievement of a student for the completed Stage (i.e. pair of units).
The following grades are used:
Grade Interpretation
A

Excellent achievement

75 – 100%

B

High achievement

65 - 74%

C

Satisfactory achievement

50 – 64%

D

Limited achievement

35 – 49%

E

Inadequate achievement

0 – 34%

Students who enrol to sit a WACE examination as a private candidate are not assigned a
grade.

Assessment tasks
This syllabus recognises the importance of school-based assessment tasks as an organising
principle in structuring a program that allows students to work towards meeting the outcomes
of the course.
Tasks, which are broadly defined as opportunities for the purposeful use of language, must be
selected and designed so that students can develop and demonstrate knowledge, skills, and
understanding at increasingly complex levels.

Tasks can be described as having four elements:
•
•
•
•

A purpose ( a reason for undertaking the task that goes beyond the practice of the
language for its own shake)
A context (this may be real, simulated or imaginary, and include aspects such as
where, when, who is involved)
A process ( thinking, problem-solving, creating)
A product (a result that can be described in terms of achievement of the purpose of the
task and in the student’s overall cognitive development).

Dictionaries
Students should be encouraged to use dictionaries. It is expected that teachers will help
students to develop the necessary skills and confidence to use dictionaries effectively.
Students are not permitted to use a dictionary for the external oral examination. Students are
allowed to use monolingual and/or bilingual printed dictionaries in the external written
examination.

Detailed study
Students are required to undertake a detailed study during Stage 3 (typically, Year 12).
Students will be expected to discuss their detailed study in Section 2, Discussion, of the
external oral examination.
Over the course of Stage 3, approximately 15 hours of scheduled class time should be devoted
to the detailed study.
The detailed study should be based on a sub-topic related to one or more of the prescribed
topics. The sub-topic may be drawn from the prescribed ‘Themes and topics, and suggested
sub-topics’ table, or a different sub-topic may be selected.
One sub-topic may be selected for a whole class. It will be important to select a sub-topic that
is sufficiently broad to accommodate a range of interests and perspectives, so that each student
can provide an individual response to the school-based assessment task(s) set, as well as in the
Discussion in Section 2 of the Oral Examination. Alternatively, different sub-topics may be
selected for individuals or groups of students.
At least one assessment tasks should focus on the detailed study. The detailed study
assessment task(s) should be designed to assess students’ understanding of the language and
culture of the Arabic-speaking community.

Language and culture through texts.
The detailed study should enable the students to explore and compare aspects of the language
and culture of the Arabic-speaking community through a range of oral and written texts in
Arabic related to the selected sub-topic. This will enable students to develop knowledge and
understanding of, for example, historical issues, aspects of contemporary society or the
literary or artistic heritage of the community. The texts which form the basis of this study
might include feature films, short films, short stories, songs, newspaper articles, electronics
texts, documentaries, music, painting and oral histories. The length of texts selected will vary
depending on the type of text, its density and level of complexity. In order for students to be
able to explore their sub-topic in sufficient depth to meet the relevant outcomes, it is
suggested that a range of at least three different kinds of text are selected. These might include
aural and visual, as well as written texts.

Suggested sub-topics for detailed study
The following topics and sub-topics have been broken to include suggested areas that might
form the focus of a detailed study. Teachers may wish to focus on one of these areas and
expand it to include further areas, or they might choose to incorporate all areas, depending on
how closely they can be linked.

External examination
The external examination consists of:
• An oral examination
• A written examination.
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Oral examination (approximately 15 minutes)

• Candidates are not permitted to use a dictionary for the oral examination

Purpose:
The oral examination is designed primarily to assess the candidate’s knowledge and skill in
using spoken Arabic.

Specifications: The oral examination has two sections.
Section 1: conversation (approximately 7 minutes)
The examination will begin with a conversation between the candidate and the marker(s). It
will consist of a general conversation about the candidate’s personal world (e.g. school and
home life, family and friends, interests and aspirations).

Section 2: Discussion (approximately 8 minutes)
After the conversation, the candidate will indicate to the marker(s) the subject of the detailed
study chosen for the discussion and, in no more than one minute, briefly introduce the main
focus of their subject, alerting the marker(s) to any object brought to support the discussion.
In the discussion, the candidate will be expected to explore with the marker(s) the subject of
the detailed study, and refer to the texts studied. The candidate may also wish to refer to
personal experiences related to the subject of the detailed study.

Notes and cue cards are not permitted in either section of the oral examination.

NOTE: Western Australian Candidates will undertake the oral examination via telephone
with the marker(s) in Victoria. Candidates may support the conversation and discussion
with objects such as photographs, pictures and maps.

Written examination (2 hours plus 15 minutes reading time)
Candidates are allowed to use monolingual and/or bilingual printed dictionaries in the written
examination. The written examination has three sections:

Section 1: Listening and responding
Purpose:
Section 1 of the written examination is designed primarily to assess the candidate’s
knowledge and skill in analysing information from spoken texts.
•

•

The candidate will be expected to demonstrate understanding of general and specific
information from spoken texts and to respond, in English in Part A and Arabic in Part
B, to questions on this information. The questions may require the candidate to
identify information related to:
The context, purpose, and audience of the text

•

Aspects of the language of the text (e.g. tone, register, knowledge of language
structures).

Specifications:
Section 1 of the written examination has two parts, Part A and Part B. The texts in both parts
will be related to one or more of the prescribed themes.
The candidate will hear five to seven texts in Arabic covering a number of text types. The total
listening time, for one reading of the texts without pause, will be approximately 4.5-5 minutes.
The length of the individual texts will not be specified but one text will be longer than the
others.
Each text will be heard twice. There will be an announcement at the start of the first reading
and a sound to alert students just before the commencement of the second reading. There will
be a pause between the first and second readings in which the candidate may take notes. The
candidate will be given sufficient time after the second reading to complete answers.
The candidate will be expected to respond to a range of question types, such as completing a
table, chart, list, or form, or responding to a message, open-ended questions, or multiplechoice items.

Section 2: Reading and responding
Purpose:
Section 2 of the written examination is designed primarily to assess the candidate’s
knowledge and skill in analysing information from written texts.
In part A. the candidate will be required to demonstrate understanding of written texts. The
candidate may be required to extract, summarise, and/or evaluate information from texts. If
the texts are related, the candidate may be required to compare and/or contrast aspects of both.
Part B, the candidate will be expected to demonstrate understanding of a written text by
responding in Arabic to information provided in the text.

Specifications:
Section 2 of the written examination has two parts, Part A and Part B. The texts in both parts
will be related to one or more of the prescribed themes. The overall length of texts will be
350-450 words and there will two to three texts in total over Parts A and B.

Section 3: Writing in Arabic
Purpose:
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Section 3 of the written examination is designed primarily to assess the candidate’s ability to
express ideas through the creation of original text in Arabic.

Specifications:
The candidate will be required to write a text involving the presentation of ideas and/or
information and/or opinions. There will be a choice of five tasks. The tasks will be related to
one or more of the prescribed themes. Tasks will accommodate a range of student interests
and will be set to ensure that the candidate is given opportunities to produce different kinds of
writing (e.g. informative, imaginative, persuasive, or descriptive) by, for example:
• Having different purposes, audiences, and contexts
• Requiring different text types (see the list of text types for productive use)
The candidate will be expected to write a response of 200 to 300 words in Arabic. The tasks
will be phrased in English and Arabic for a response in Arabic.

Text types
Students will be expected to be familiar with the text types listed below. Text type indicated
with an asterisk (*) are those that students may be expected to produce in the external.
In their teaching and learning program, teachers may introduce students to a wider range of text
types than are presented here. Students should be provided with opportunity to study a range of
spoken, written, visual and multimodal texts related to the themes, topics and sub-topics
covered:
Advertisement
Interview (script)
Presentation
Announcement
Invitation
Proverb
Article
Journal entry
Recipe
Chart
Leaflet
Report
Conversation
Map
Resume
Discussion
Menu
review
Documentary
Message
Song
Editorial
News item
Speech/talk (script)
Email
Note
Story
Film
Personal account
Summary
Folk tale
Play
Survey
Formal letter
Poem
Table
Informal letter
Postcard
Timetable
Students should be familiar with and able to produce the following kinds of writing:
•
•
•
•

Descriptive
Narrative
Personal
informative

Vocabulary

•
•
•

Persuasive
Evaluative
Imaginative.

Although there is no prescribed as the organisation, and relationship, of all the elements that
constitute a language as it functions.
Grammar
There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its
teaching and learning. The categories used in this section are not intended to promote or
favour any particular theory of grammar or to favour one methodology over another.
Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Arabic
through prior knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively
in a range of contexts will, however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the
system of structures that underlie the language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this
knowledge.
Students studying Arabic are expected to recognise and use the grammatical items listed on
the following pages. These grammatical items apply to both Stage 2 (typically, Year 11) and
Stage 3 (typically, Year 12). While it is expected that over stages 2 and 3 students will cover
all of these items the exact sequencing and timing of delivery is a school decision.

Grammatical Item
Preposition and
Conjunctions

Sub-elements
Prepositions
Conjunctions

Example(s)
...  ﻣﻊ، ِل،ب
ِ ، ﻣﻦ،ﻓﻲ
، ﻷن، ﻟﻜﻦ، ﺑﻞ، أم، أو، ﺛﻢ، ف،و
 إﻻ أن،ﻏﯿﺮ أن

Numerals

Verb preposition idioms

 إﺳﺘﻤﻊ إﻟﻰ،ِ ﻛﺘﺐ ﺑـ،ﺣﺼﻞ ﻋﻠﻰ

Cardinal, ordinal, gender

...  ﺛﻼث، إﺛﻨﺎن،واﺣﺪ
... ﺛﺎﻟﺚ، ﺛﺎﻧﻲ،أول
...  ﺛﻼث ﺑﻨﺎت،ﺛﻼﺛﺔ أوﻻد

Sentence types

Gender

Verbal, nominal
Inna and her sisters

ًإن
...ٌاﻟﻄﻘﺲ ﺟﻤﯿﻞ
َ

Kana and her sisters

ًﻛﺎنَ اﻟﻄﻘﺲُ ﺟﻤﯿﻼ

Masculine, feminine with
nouns,
Adjectives and pronouns

Dual

اﻟﻄﻘﺲُ ﺟﻤﯿ ُﻞ
اﻟﻄﻘﺲ اﻟﺠﻤﯿ َﻞ
أُﺣﺒّﺚ
َ

With nouns, adjectives and
pronouns

ﻣﻌﻠ ٌﻢ ﻧﺎﺟ ٌﺢ
ٌﻣﻌﻠﻤﺔٌ ﻧﺎﺟﺤﺔ
ﺖ
ِ  أﻧ، َ أﻧﺖ، أﻧﺎ، ھﻲ،ھﻮ
... ھﺬان اﻟﺸﺎﺑﺎن اﻟﻮﺳﯿﻤﺎن
.ﺳﻠﻤﺖ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺸﺎﺑﯿﻦ اﻟﻮﺳﯿﻤﯿﻦ
... أﻧﺘﻤﺎ،ھﻤﺎ
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اﻟﻤﺴﺎﻓﺮون ،اﻟﻤﺴﺎﻓﺮﯾﻦ
ُ
ت
اﻟﻤﺴﺎﻓﺮات ،اﻟﻤﺴﺎﻓﺮا ِ

Sound masculine and
feminine, broken

Plural

أﺑﻮاب ،ﺷﯿﻮخ ،ﻏﺮف ،ﻣﻘﺎﻋﺪ...
درس ،ﯾﺪرسُ  ،ﺳﯿﺪرسُ
َ
ﯾﺪرس ،ﻟﻢ ﯾﺪرسْ  ،أدرس
ﯾﺪرسُ  ،أن
َ
ُرس اﻟﺪرسُ
درس اﻟﺘﻠﻤﯿ ُﺬ
اﻟﺪرس◌َ  ،د َ
َ
ِ
أﻛ َﻞ اﻟﻮﻟ ُﺪ اﻟﺒﺮﺗﻘﺎﻟﺔَ◌َ
ﺖ اﻟﺒﺮﺗﻘﺎﻟﺔُ
أُ ِﻛﻠ ِ
ﻧﮭﺎراً ،ﻟﯿﻼً ﻏﺪاً ،ﯾﻮﻣﺎً

)Tense (present, Past, futures

Verbal

Mode (indicative,
subjunctive, Jussive,
)imperative
)Voice (active, passive
Subject and object of verb
Indirect object
Types: time and place

Adverbs

ﺷﻤﺎﻻً ،ﯾﻤﯿﻨﺎً ،ﺑﺤﺮاً ﺟﻮاً ،ﺗﺤﺖ،
ﺑﯿﻦ  ،أﻣﺎم
اﻟﺴﯿﺎرة ﺟﻤﯿﻠﺔ

Agreement

Adjective

اﻟﺒﻨﺘﺎن ﻣﺠﺘﮭﺪﺗﺎن
اﻟﻜﺘﺐ ﺟﺪﯾﺪة
ﺷﺎرع ﺟﺪﯾ ٍﺪ.
ﻣﺮرﻧﺎ ﻓﻲ
ٍ
ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻠﻢ اﻟﺠﺪﯾ ِﺪ ِ◌.
ھﻞ ﻛﺘﺐ ھﺬا اﻟﺘﻠﻤﯿﺬ
ِ
ُ
ﺳﺎﻓﺮ اﻟﻤﺴﺎﻓﺮُ ،ﺣﯿ ُ
ﺳﻠﻤﺖ ﻋﻠﻰ
ﱠﯿﺖ اﻟﻤﺴـﺎﻓ َﺮ،
َ
اﻟﻤﺴﺎﻓﺮ.
ِ
ﻋﺎد ﻣﮭﺎﺟ ٌﺮ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻘﺮﯾﺔ ،اﻟﺘﻘﯿﺖ ﻣﮭﺎﺟﺮاً ﻓﻲ
ﻣﮭﺎﺟﺮ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻘﺮﯾﺔ.
اﻟﻘﺮﯾﺔ ،ﺳﻠﻤﺖ ﻋﻠﻰ
ٍ

Personal pronouns, suffixes,

Pronouns

demonstratives,
interrogatives, relative
Case: nominative, accusative,
genitive
Nunation

رﻛﺒﺖ ﻓﻲ ﺳﯿﺎر ٍة ﺣﻤﺮا َء.
Diptotest

Nouns

Summary of examination specifications
1) Oral examination: time allocation – 15 minutes
Weighting: 25%
a) Section 1: Conversation
approximately(7) minutes
b) Section 2: Discussion
approximately (8) minutes
2) Written examination: time allocation–2 hours, including 10 minutes reading time.
Weighting: 75%
a) Section 1: Listening and Responding
Part A: 15%

Response in English

Part B: 15%
Response in Arabic
b) Section 2: Reading and Responding
Part A: 20%
Part B: 10%
c) Section 3: Writing in Arabic
Weighting: 15%
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Response in English
Response in Arabic
Writing in Arabic

Lateness in Submission of an Assessment

Penalty

No of Days Late

10%

1

20%

2

30%

3

40%

4

50%

5

100%

After That

A Penalty of 10% for each day late and no mark or grade will be awarded after 5 days not including Saturday and Sunday.

Absentee from an assessment
1. Student must write the test first day back
2. The test will be marked and recorded if MC is sighted the next day.
3. The test will be marked but not recorded if MC is not sighted.
4. Strike policies:
A medical report stating that the student has a chronic condition must be ascertained. This student will be given an opportunity to complete
the assessments and his/her situation will be mentioned by the year Coordinator.

